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This volume examines the changing role of Marian devotion in politics, public life, and
popular culture in Western Europe and America during the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. The book brings together, for the first time, studies on Marian devotions
across the Atlantic, tracing their role as a rallying point to fight secularization,
adversarial ideologies, and rival religions. This transnational approach illuminates the
deep transformations of devotional cultures across the world. Catholics adopted
modern means and new types of religious expression to foster mass devotions that
epitomized the catholic essence of the “nation.” In many ways, the development of
Marian devotions across the world is also a response to the questioning of Pope
Sovereignty. These devotional transformations followed an Ultramontane pattern
inspired not only by Rome but also by other successful models approved by the Vatican
such as Lourdes. Collectively, they shed new light on the process of globalization and
centralization of Catholicism.
C.G. Jung argued that the definition of the doctrine of the Assumption was the most
important religious event since the Reformation: the feminine principle has been
absorbed into the Godhead. The author argues that Christian theology should conceive
of creation, both physical and spiritual, as sacred in the highest degree, and that this
understanding is already implicit in traditions of Marian doctrine and devotion, making
her a vital theological symbol reclaimed by women as a symbol of true humanity which
the church and the modern world urgently needs.
La Belle Dame qui eust mercy and Le Dialogue d’amoureux et de sa dame are two latemedieval poems in which a courtly gentleman and lady debate the merits of his pleas
for her affections. In both cases, the lady is recalcitrant, dismissing her suitor’s
lovesickness as a trifle, denying that she ever gave any sign of encouragement, and
wishing to protect her reputation. The lady in Le Dialogue never capitulates; in contrast,
the Belle Dame ends by agreeing to her lover’s suit and imagining a future in which
they will joyfully live together. Both poems merit serious attention for their kinship with
Alain Chartier’s La Belle Dame sans mercy (1424) and other poems in the so-called
“Belle Dame” cycle. Their presence in numerous fifteenth- and sixteenth-century
manuscript and printed collections attests to their appeal in their day. Equally as
significant is their unusual bipartite stanzaïc structure, suggesting amalgamation of
separate poems and/or continuations of existing poems. Such an anomaly complicates
attribution of authorship and dating, but close study of La Belle Dame qui eust mercy
and Le Dialogue d’amoureux et de sa dame can only enhance our understanding of the
process(es) of poetic composition, as well as the mise en page and reception of literary
works, in the late Middle Ages.
Eyewitness Travel Family Guide France
La Belle Dame qui eust mercy and Le Dialogue d’amoureux et de sa dame
Mary
Le Puy de la Conception de Nostre Dame fondé au Convent des Carmes à Roüen. Son
origine, erection, statuts & confirmation
son origine, érection, statuts et confirmation
Allegory of the Church
How was the Book of Hours created and used as a book and what did it mean to its
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Envisioning Others offers a multidisciplinary view of the relationship between race
and visual culture in the Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking world, from the
kingdoms of Spain and Portugal to colonial Peru and Colombia, post-Independence
Mexico, and the pre-Emancipation United States.
He occasionally made photographs until his death in poverty there in 1884, leaving
behind some of the most dazzling photographic images of his era.".
The Juggler of Notre Dame and the Medievalizing of Modernity.
A Guide to History, Lore, Places and Symbolism
An Encyclopedia
Marian Devotions, Political Mobilization, and Nationalism in Europe and America
Routledge Revivals: Medieval France (1995)
Citation and Allusion in the Age of Machaut
This ambitious and vivid study in six volumes explores the journey of a single,
electrifying story, from its first incarnation in a medieval French poem through its
prolific rebirth in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The Juggler of Notre Dame
tells how an entertainer abandons the world to join a monastery, but is suspected of
blasphemy after dancing his devotion before a statue of the Madonna in the crypt; he is
saved when the statue, delighted by his skill, miraculously comes to life. Jan Ziolkowski
tracks the poem from its medieval roots to its rediscovery in late nineteenth-century
Paris, before its translation into English in Britain and the United States. The visual
influence of the tale on Gothic revivalism and vice versa in America is carefully
documented with lavish and inventive illustrations, and Ziolkowski concludes with an
examination of the explosion of interest in The Juggler of Notre Dame in the twentieth
century and its place in mass culture today. Volume 2: Medieval Meets Medievalism
deals with the influence of the tale in nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Europe
and America, and the development of literary medievalism at this time. The Juggler of
Notre Dame and the Medievalizing of Modernity is a rich case study for the reception of
the Middle Ages in modernity. Spanning centuries and continents, the medieval period
is understood through the lens of its (post)modern reception in Europe and America.
Profound connections between the verbal and the visual are illustrated by a rich trove of
images, including book illustrations, stained glass, postage stamps, architecture, and
Christmas cards. Presented with great clarity and simplicity, Ziolkowski's work is
accessible to the general reader, while its many new discoveries will be valuable to
academics in such fields and disciplines as medieval studies, medievalism, philology,
literary history, art history, folklore, performance studies, and reception studies.
Journey into twelve of the world's favorite medieval mysteries and cross the threshold
into the world of the High Middle Ages. From Chaucer's "Canterbury Tales" to Umberto
Eco's "Name of the Rose" to Dan Brown's bestselling "The Da Vinci Code," the medieval
period continues to intrigue, inspire, entertain and fascinate many today. For the
general reader and specialist alike, medieval expert, former Rosslyn Chapel museum
exhibition curator and bestselling author Dr. Karen Ralls guides the reader through the
key historical facts, legends and lore, affiliated places and major symbolism of each of
these 12 popular medieval enigmas, providing a lively introductory portal which
includes some of the lesser-known, sidelined or unacknowledged aspects of each of
these enduring topics. The story of each subject comes alive as never before, providing
a solid introduction for all readers as well as further suggested resources for teachers
and researchers. Also included are photographs, a recommended reading section,
maps, a list of the key major sites associated with each topic, and a full Bibliography.
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Topics covered include: King Arthur, Merlin and GlastonburyThe Grail Quest Mary
MagdaleneThe real meaning of Black MadonnasThe Knights Templar, the Cathers, and
Rosslyn ChapelMedieval Guides and TroubadoursHeresy and Heretics Let this book
serve as your personal pilgrimage back to the High Middle Ages - a time of potent
symbolism, occult knowledge, and spiritual quests.
Les icrivains qui ont composi des histoires ginirales de la France ont presque toujours
encouru le reproche de ne pas avoir su rendre assez attachans les ricits que nous ont
conservis les documens originaux et contemporains. En mjme temps, on trouve avec
raison beaucoup de charme dans ces documens eux-mjmes, dans ces mimoires,
simples timoignages des temps passis.
Life of the Gothic Cathedral
GR65: The Chemin de Saint Jacques
The Way of St James - Le Puy to the Pyrenees
Trésor du pieux pélerin aux pieds de N.-D. de Ronzière
Le Puy de la conception de Nostre-Dame fondé au couvent des Carmes à Roüen
Notre-Dame de Boulogne-sur-Mer, son pèlerinage et ses fêtes

Lonely Planet’s France is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on
what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Grab a café crème at a
Parisian sidewalk cafe, take in glacial panoramas above Chamonix and explore the
Champagne-soaked city of Reims – all with your trusted travel companion.
DK Eyewitness Travel Family Guide France offers you the best things to see and do
on a family holiday in France, from visiting magnificent sights such as the Eiffel
Tower and Notre-Dame to exploring the treasures housed in the Louvre and the
Palace of Versailles, and brings those places alive for children with fun facts,
quizzes, and cartoons. The major sights are treated as "hub" destinations and are
followed by places of interest near the "hub," ideal for planning your day ahead.
These offer a pragmatic as well as enjoyable itinerary, giving children a real insight
into France, but balanced with opportunities to let off steam in parks or
playgrounds. All the practical information you need appears alongside the sight,
including transportation information, budget tips, age range suitability, and where
to eat. DK Eyewitness Travel Family Guide France is bursting with insider
knowledge and loaded with ideas for activities that will engage children, from how
to get the best out of a trip to Disneyland Paris to enjoying the coast and
discovering where the Man in the Iron Mask was imprisoned. Meanwhile, the most
family-friendly, best-value accommodation options have been chosen with family
budgets and needs in mind. Full-colour throughout, with detailed maps of the main
sightseeing areas for easy navigation and all the practical information you need for
a fun, stress-free family holiday.
First published in 1995, Medieval France: An Encyclopedia is the first singlevolume reference work on the history and culture of medieval France. It covers the
political, intellectual, literary, and musical history of the country from the early
fifth to the late fifteenth century. The shorter entries offer succinct summaries of
the lives of individuals, events, works, cities, monuments, and other important
subjects, followed by essential bibliographies. Longer essay-length articles provide
interpretive comments about significant institutions and important periods or
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events. The Encyclopedia is thoroughly cross-referenced and includes a generous
selection of illustrations, maps, charts, and genealogies. It is especially strong in its
coverage of economic issues, women, music, religion and literature. This
comprehensive work of over 2,400 entries will be of key interest to students and
scholars, as well as general readers.
Envisioning Others: Race, Color, and the Visual in Iberia and Latin America
The Long Lives of Medieval Art and Architecture
French Books of Hours
The Art of Grafted Song
Storied Places
Lonely Planet Experience France
This comprehensive guidebook describes the Way of St James (Camino de Santiago)
pilgrim route through France. Also known as the Chemin de St Jacques or GR65, the
730km (454 mile) route runs from Le Puy-en-Velay in central France to Saint-Jean-Piedde-Port in the Pyrenees. People have been walking it as a pilgrimage route for over 1000
years, and with adequate preparation it is suitable for most walkers with a basic level of
fitness. This indispensible guide contains detailed descriptions and sketch mapping for
the route, accompanied by a wealth of practical advice on accommodation, facilities and
local points of interest. It also includes information about the history of the pilgrimage,
and notes on holy sites and imagery along the route. The guidebook describes 2-3
additional days from Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port to Roncevalles (and Pamplona), for those
continuing along the Camino Francés through northern Spain. It also outlines a 3-4 day
route from Saint-Palais direct to Irún, which links with the Camino del Norte coastal
route. A companion volume: The Way of St James: Pyrenees-Santiago-Finisterre covers
the Spanish section of the route.
Spoken Word and Social Practice: Orality in Europe (1400-1700) aims to recapture
words spoken in medieval and early modern times, tracking women’s voices, on trial, or
bantering and gossiping, and tracing those of princes, priests, and magistrates,
townsmen, villagers, mariners, bandits, and songsmiths.
Notre-Dame of Amiens is one of the great Gothic cathedrals. Its construction began in
1220, and artistic production in the Gothic mode lasted well into the sixteenth century.
In this magisterial chronicle, Stephen Murray invites readers to see the cathedral as
more than just a thing of the past: it is a living document of medieval Christian society
that endures in our own time. Murray tells the cathedral’s story from the overlapping
perspectives of the social groups connected to it, exploring the ways that the layfolk
who visit the cathedral occasionally, the clergy who use it daily, and the artisans who
created it have interacted with the building over the centuries. He considers the cycles
of human activity around the cathedral and shows how groups of makers and users
have been inextricably intertwined in collaboration and, occasionally, conflict. The book
travels around and through the spaces of the cathedral, allowing us to re-create similar
passages by our medieval predecessors. Murray reveals the many worlds of the
cathedral and brings them together in the architectural triumph of its central space. A
beautifully illustrated account of a grand, historically and religiously important building
from a variety of perspectives and in a variety of time periods, this book offers readers a
memorable tour of Notre-Dame of Amiens that celebrates the cathedral’s eight
hundredth anniversary. Notre-Dame of Amiens is enhanced by high-resolution images,
liturgical music, and animations embedded in an innovative website.
The Romanesque Wooden Doors of Auvergne
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Mary in Our Life
Throne of Wisdom
Medieval Mysteries
L'Établissement de la Fête de la Conception Notre-Dame dite la Fête aux Normands, par
Wace, trouvère Anglo-Normand du XIIe siècle. Publié pour la première fois d'après les
manuscrits de la Bibliothèque du Roi, par MM. G. Mancel et G. S. Trebutien
Description historique de l'Église Cathédrale de Notre Dame d'Amiens

In this detailed study of the wines of France, one of the
world's leading authorities on wine discusses every appellation
and explains its character and the best growers. He uses a star
system to identify the finest estates. More than 40 specially
commissioned maps show the main appellations and wine villages
of France.
Pilgrim shrines were places of healing, holiness, and truth in
early modern France. This book explains how this came about.
The wooden statue of the Mother and Child enthroned, known as
sedes sapientiae, the Seat or Throne of Wisdom, reached the
brilliant culmination of its development as a genre of religious
sculpture in the twelfth century. As a visible expression of the
mystery of Incarnation, its iconography dated back to the early
church. Translated by the Romanesque sculptor into a fully
plastic, freestanding form, its style conveys convincingly the
medieval vision of humanity and divinity interfused. The recent
cleaning and restoration of a number of these wood-carved
figures of the Madonna in Majesty has now made possible a full
appraisal of the genre. Mrs. Forsyth's discussion examines the
character, function, iconography, and history of the statues;
distinguishes types and regional styles; considers their role
within the broader context of medieval art; and assesses their
artistic merit. Her register of principal examples includes 110
sculptures dating from twelfth century France, some of which
have never been published before. 192 illustrations accompany
the text. Ilene H. Forsyth is Associate Professor in the
Department of the History of Art, at the University of Michigan.
Originally published in 1972. The Princeton Legacy Library uses
the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available
previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton
Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
A Critical Edition and English Translation of Two Anonymous LateMedieval French Amorous Debate Poems
Atlas of the Names and Titles of Mary, the Mother of Jesus, and
Their Place in Marian Devotion
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Pilgrim Shrines, Nature, and History in Early Modern France
Vie de la ... Vierge Marie, etc. (Tableau historique du culte de
la Sainte Vierge.).
Lonely Planet France
An Encyclopedia of the Wines and Domaines of France
Just as our society delights in citations, quotations, and allusions in myriad
contexts, not least in popular song, late medieval poets and composers knew well
that such references could greatly enrich their own works. In The Art of the
Grafted Song: Citation and Allusion in the Age of Machaut, author Yolanda
Plumley explores the penchant for borrowing in chansons and lyrics from
fourteenth-century France, uncovering a practice integral to the experiments in
form, genre, and style that ushered in a new school of lyric. Working across
disciplinary boundaries, Plumley traces creative appropriations in the burgeoning
"fixed forms" of this new tradition to build a more intimate understanding of the
shared experience of poetry and music in the generations leading up to, and
including, Guillaume de Machaut. Exploring familiar and less studied collections
of songs as well as lyrics without music, this book sheds valuable light on the
poetic and musical knowledge of authors and their audiences, and on how poets
and composers devised their works and engaged their readers or listeners. It
presents fresh insights into when and in which milieus the classic Ars nova
polyphonic chanson took root and flourished, and into the artistic networks of
which Machaut formed a part. As Plumley reveals, old songs lingered alongside
the new in the collective imagination well beyond what the written sources imply,
reminding us of the continued importance of memory and orality in this age of
increasing literacy. The first detailed study of citational practice in the French
fourteenth-century song-writing tradition, The Art of Grafted Song will appeal to
students and scholars of medieval French music and literature, cultural
historians, and others interested in the historical and social context of music and
poetry in the late Middle Ages.
Inside Lonely Planet's Experience France you'll travel through vibrant cities, rural
villages, majestic mountains and swanky chateaux, discovering the secrets to
French style, embarking on your own study of wines and cheeses and immersing
yourself in history, art and all things la belle France.
The renowned art historian Andre Chastel intended his history of art in France
from prehistoric times to the nineteenth century to be the crowning achievement
of his long and distinguished career. The fruit of ten years of research and
writing, this fully documented and erudite study goes beyond conventional art
historical analysis to get at the heart of over two millenia of artistic creation.
A Companion to Medieval and Early Modern Confraternities
L'Estat nouueau de la France, dans sa perfection ... Enrichy de nouuelles
figures&de tous les blazons des officiers de la couronne. [The dedication signed:
F. C.]
Mary and Mariology
Notre-Dame of Amiens
Histoire Des Ducs de Bourgogne de la Maison de Valois, 1364-1477
Spoken Word and Social Practice

Mary In Our Life: An Atlas of the Names and Titles of Mary, The Mother
of Jesus, and Their Place in Marian Devotion presents the 1,969 names,
titles, and appellations used to identify the Blessed Virgin Mary over the
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centuries in terms of their history and related events. Within these titles
and their history can be seen the official and private attitudes and
prejudices of the times; government pressures, conflicts, and
interdictions; internal problems within the Catholic Church; and startling
examples of dedication, devotion, and piety. Taken together, Marian titles
are a real-life story of the Catholic faith.
Traditional histories of medieval art and architecture often privilege the
moment of a work’s creation, yet surviving works designated as
"medieval" have long and expansive lives. Many have extended
prehistories emerging from their sites and contexts of creation, and most
have undergone a variety of interventions, including adaptations and
restorations, since coming into being. The lives of these works have
been further extended through historiography, museum exhibitions, and
digital media. Inspired by the literary category of biography and the
methods of longue dur e historians, the introduction and seventeen
chapters of this volume provide an extended meditation on the longevity
of medieval works of art and the aspect of time as a factor in shaping our
interpretations of them. While the metaphor of "lives" invokes
associations with the origin of the discipline of art history, focus is
shifted away from temporal constraints of a single human lifespan or
generation to consider the continued lives of medieval works even into
our present moment. Chapters on works from the modern countries of
Italy, France, England, Spain, and Germany are drawn together here by
the thematic threads of essence and continuity, transformation, memory
and oblivion, and restoration. Together, they tell an object-oriented
history of art and architecture that is necessarily entangled with
numerous individuals and institutions.
A Companion to Medieval and Early Modern Confraternities presents
confraternities as fundamentally important venues for the acquisition of
spiritual riches, material wealth, and social capital in early modern
Europe and Post-Conquest America.
Histoire du th??tre en France
Vie militaire et religieuse au Moyen ge et
l' poque de la
Renaissance. ... Ouvrage illustr de ... chromolithographies ex cut es
par F. Kellerhoven. ... Deuxi me dition
Making an Archive of Prayer, C.1400-1600
French Art: The Renaissance, 1430-1620
Gustave Le Gray, 1820-1884
Orality in Europe (1400-1700)
Verse inscriptions in stone appeared in abundance on the facades of Romanesque churches in
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Marking the place where medieval worshippers were
transported from secular to sacred space, portal verse inscriptions provide important, and often
overlooked, insights into the dynamic function of the portals and their art. "The Allegory of
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the Church" is the first full-length study of Romanesque verse inscriptions in the context of
church portals and portal sculpture, and is the product of a twenty-year study. Calvin B.
Kendall demonstrates how these inscriptions served to express the role of the church building
as a concrete allegory of Christ and the Church. Describing them in detail, he traces the
history and nature of the changes in allegorical interpretation of the inscriptions until, as
medieval assumptions about language and rhetoric changed, they were finally abandoned by
Gothic artists. An exemplary work of interdisciplinary scholarship, "The Allegory of the
Church" includes a detailed catalogue of Romanesque verse inscriptions.
Volume 2: Medieval Meets Medievalism
Le Puy & Ses Environs. Histoire de Notre-Dame Du Puy. Notre-Dame de France. [With
Illustrations.].
La confrérie de Notre-Dame Du Puy, d'Amiens
Histoire de la Bourgogne pendant la période monarchique
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